LANDSIDE - ALTERNATIVE 4

LEGEND

EXISTING AIRPORT PROPERTY
EXISTING BRL
ULTIMATE ROAD PAVEMENT
ULTIMATE TAXIWAY PAVEMENT
ULTIMATE BUILDINGS
EXISTING RPZ
ULTIMATE RPZ
AVIATION RE-DEVELOPMENT AREA
PROPOSED ATCT LOCATIONS
CITY OF NORMAN PROPERTY LINE
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY LINE

PORTION OF GODDARD AVE TO BE CLOSED
PORTION OF MENDEL PI TO BE CLOSED
80' X 81' HANGAR (UNDER CONSTRUCTION)
ACCESS TO AVIATION DEVELOPMENT AREA BY REMOVAL OF HANGAR OR EXTENSION OF TAXIWAY

AVIATION DEVELOPMENT AREA (11.79 ACRES)
NON AVIATION INSTITUTION EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AREA (2.49 ACRES)

PORTION OF MENDEL PI TO BE CLOSED

AVIATION RE-DEVELOPMENT AREA
25.31 ACRES

ATCT #1
ACCESS TO AVIATION DEVELOPMENT AREA

80' X 81' HANGAR (UNDER CONSTRUCTION)

80' X 81' HANGAR (UNDER CONSTRUCTION)

80' X 81' HANGAR (UNDER CONSTRUCTION)

80' X 81' HANGAR (UNDER CONSTRUCTION)

80' X 81' HANGAR (UNDER CONSTRUCTION)

80' X 81' HANGAR (UNDER CONSTRUCTION)

80' X 81' HANGAR (UNDER CONSTRUCTION)

80' X 81' HANGAR (UNDER CONSTRUCTION)